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ENI TAKES CONTROL 
WITH RAM ANALYSIS
Customer story – ENI

When Eni decided to take full control of RAM analysis – reliability, availability, maintainability – their 
first choice was to use Maros software.

MAROS SOFTWARE

“With Maros we can do availability analysis in a smarter way,” 
says maintenance engineer  Ivano d’Amato of Eni. 

Mr d’Amato and his colleague Sergio Calarco, also a mainte-
nance engineer, are based in Milan at the maintenance engi-
neering technologies department of Eni. Prior to 2010 they were 
outsourcing their RAM (reliability, availability, maintainability) 
studies. They subsequently decided to take control of the pro-
cess by purchasing DNV GL’s Maros solution.

The main reason for the decision was that often there was very little 
flexibility when analysing the results from outsourced projects. “We 
decided we needed a more flexible solution,” says Mr d’Amato. They 
selected Maros in order to play a more active role in checking the 
suggested changes to the design and maintenance. 

The next step was taking full control of the process, developing 
in-house expertise in RAM analysis and building up their own 
models. “We wanted to do our own RAM analysis internally, 
starting from the conceptual phase,” he says. 

After some research in the market, one of the main contractors 
of Eni advised that Maros was the most complete and user-
friendly solution for RAM analysis for oil and gas assets.

Onsite RAM analysis training
Eni then received onsite training from DNV GL on how to conduct 
a RAM study. The importance of performing RAM analysis during 
the conceptual phase cannot be underestimated. “It means that 
we can investigate the best design configuration to develop, and 
we can effectively make changes to the design in the preliminary 
project stage,” says Mr d’Amato. They then are able to check 
what effect these changes have on the overall system performance.

Main benefits of Maros compared to other RAM software are its 
flexibility and its ability to account for different aspects of asset 
management. The software has extensive maintenance model-
ling capability and takes into account key parameters such as 
vessel mobilization and weather conditions, which are then used 
to model particular operational situations. “With other reliability 
products it’s not possible to model these scenarios, and that 
affects the accuracy of the prediction. That’s not flexible,” says 
Mr d’Amato.

Optimizes numbers of equipment
“RAM study is a very useful tool to compare different designs. 
It should not be used only to compute performance,” says Mr 
Calarco. “In plant design there are a lot of interrelated variables 
that have a major influence on the performance.”
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Maros allows engineers to perform several analyses consider-
ing issues related to equipment reliability and configuration, 
maintenance strategy and, most importantly, the operational 
assumptions. “We can identify bottlenecks in plant configuration 
and plant operational management. It allows us to find particular 
issues we may not previously have considered,” he says.

RAM analysis is applied to many projects in the conceptual 
phase in Eni. A base case replicating the current design and 
maintenance strategy is built. The results include a general 
picture of the performance and also an overview of the key 
contributors of production loss. Using the base case as refer-
ence, several sensitivities are performed checking mainly which 
systems are critical and need a redundant production path.

Maros helps to optimize the numbers of equipment, such as  
rotating machinery, reducing redundancy and overcapacity,  
saving optimizing costs in plant execution by reducing invest-
ments, or focusing them where they are more effective. The 
operational expenditure is also reduced as the reliability of the 
system is increased. The final result is less downtime, fewer 
failures and saved cost.

User-friendly RAM software
Currently, there are five to ten users of Maros at Eni. The scope 
of use may grow, as the operations department is starting to 
familiarize itself with the software.“Maros is becoming more and 
more user-friendly with the next generation,” says Mr Calarco, 
referring to Maros 9. He is looking forward to using the new 
sensitivity manager tool. “The new tools are very useful for faster 
modelling.” Maros 9 has increased usability, making it easier and 
faster to model complex scenarios. 
 
Maros also presents unique features to cover typical upstream 
oil and gas aspects. The ability to handle multi-product time 
varying flow profiles adds even more precision to the perfor-
mance calculation.

The use of Maros is growing, even among Eni’s contractors. 
Contractors are required to deliver a model when performing 
RAM studies using Maros, says Mr Calarco. “We want to have
full control,” he says.

“With Maros we can do availability analysis in  
a smarter way,“
Ivano d’Amato, Maintenance Engineer, Eni

Eni is one of the largest integrated energy companies in 
the world, operating in the sectors of oil and gas explora-
tion and production, international gas transportation and 
marketing, power generation, refining and marketing, 
chemicals and oilfield services. Eni employs some 78,000 
people in 90 countries around the world. Eni has a strong 
position in the oil and gas value chain, from the hydro-
carbon exploration phase to the product marketing. Eni’s 
strong presence in the gas market and in the liquefaction 
of natural gas, skills in the activities strengthened by world 
class skills in engineering and project management, allow 
them to catch opportunities in the market and to realize 
integrated projects.

ENI IN BRIEF

 � Website: www.eni.com
 � Market: Oil and gas
 � Employees: 78,000
 � Product: Maros
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Why we chose DNV GL – Software
 � Maros was recommended by one of our main contractors
 � Maros has possibility to interact with design of plant in 

the concept phase
 � Maros is the leading solution for the oil and gas industry

This is what we gained:
 � Maros supports Eni in selecting the right design concept
 � Most flexible and easy-to-use solution
 � Good customer service with rapid responses
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Sergio Calarco and Ivano d’Amato


